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SOUTHPORT TOWN DEAL BOARD

MEETING HELD VIA MICROSFT TEAMS VIDEO CALL
ON WEDNESDAY 29TH APRIL, 2020

PRESENT: Rob Fletcher, Andrew Booth (in the Chair)
Damien Moore, Atkinson, Robert Agsterribe, 
Rob Anderson, Sophie Bevan, James Brayshaw, 
Greta Fenney, Peter Hampson, Alex Hatchman, 
David Head, Dwayne Johnson, Mark Lawler, 
Agnes Ng, Therese Patten, Susannah Porter and 
Ian Raikes

19. APOLOGIES 

Norman Wallis - apologies
Graham Robson - apologies
Mark Basnett - absent

Please note that the meeting took place via Teams video calling, so not all 
members were able to fully participate for the full meeting.

20. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

James Brayshaw – recused himself from any vote on digital.

21. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

No comments or corrections received and signed off as a true record. 

Decision: Update to the decision on minute number 16 is to note that 
AdaptiveComms  have been appointed as consultants to the digital 
workstream following the submission and Board approval of their proposal. 

22. APPOINTMENT OF VICE CHAIR AND OTHER BOARD MEMBERSHIP 
UPDATES 

Stephen Watson (SW) introduced the paper circulated with the agenda 
which sets out the updated Terms of Reference to allow for the 
appointment of a Vice Chair and consequently appoint Andrew Booth as 
Vice Chair to chair the rest of the meeting. 

Other Board membership updates:
Sarah Taylor has now left Sefton Council and Stephen Watson has 
replaced her on the Board. The council’s vote allocation remains 
unchanged, at only one vote.

The full board also extended their well wishes to Rob Fletcher for his 
continued recovery.
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Decision: Unanimous agreement to approve Andrew Booth as Vice Chair.
Decision: Terms of Reference accepted, and Board membership updated 
to replace Sarah Taylor with Stephen Watson. 

23. GENERAL UPDATE, HORIZON SCANNING AND RECOVERY 
PLANNING 

Mick Allen (MA) from BEIS gave an update to the Board:

The further guidance on the Town Deal is still being worked on at 
government level. Some of the early thinking has changed and will now 
include links to the Corona Virus and some re-thinking of plans in terms of 
the town deal. MA anticipates that when restrictions begin to be lifted the 
guidance will be released in line with the recovery plans.

Government are clear that they want local authorities/Boards to continue 
their work on the Town Deal where possible. Once the recovery is 
underway some places will be in a position to move quickly to submitting 
their Investment Plan’s in July/August and other submissions will be later 
in the year and into next year.  
When the guidance is released, he will share it with the Board.

Questions and comments from the Board:

 Are the government changing the priorities of the Town Deal to take into 
account the direct impacts of what we are going through now? 

MA does not know what the changes in the guidance will be, but it is clear 
that measures such as social distancing will impact how places operate. 
As soon as he has any details, he will share them. 

 Have any places completely stopped work on town deal?
Places in the north west continue to make progress and in general most 
places are continuing to work on it to some level, although areas such as 
consultation are being rethought.

 Will there now be a sectoral approach taken given that tourism and 
hospitality are sectors which have been most effected, and some places 
will need more support just to recover to where they were in 2019. 

MA advised that it is unlikely the guidance will have a sectoral approach, 
but the City Region is demonstrating that approach for long term recovery. 

 Given the loss in the GDP, will the £25m be increased to recognise the 
different issues towns now face?

MA advised that trying to secure increased funding has been proposed to 
government and if successful then likely to be linked to the spending 
review later in the year and as part of the country’s economic recovery 
plans 

Dwayne Johnson (DJ) updated that the Merseyside Growth Directors are 
now focused on economic recovery for all areas and the Town Deal is part 
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of the strategic planning focus for Southport. There will be more detail to 
share on the shape of the recovery planning in June 

Therese Patten (TP) updated the Board on some of the timescales the 
NHS are currently facing. 

24. WORKSTREAM UPDATES 

Workstream leads gave updates on their work to date and next steps to 
take place before the next Board meeting.

Masterplan  
Richard Laming (RL) presented the Masterplan update.

Comments and questions raised:

 RL advised that there are challenges on the consultation and 
reaching all groups, but it will still be possible to meet the summer 
deadline

 RL talked through the possible approach to running the exhibition 
online. One way would be through the traditional approach 
sometimes used by Local plans, where summaries of the proposals 
are provided, and then online surveys are issued and the responses 
can be easily recorded and analysed. The second form, which is 
still being explored would be to use online platform such as Zoom, 
which would enable a series of themed interactive virtual 
consultations with up to 100 people at one time. RL welcomed any 
ideas from the Board on how to run the exhibition.  

 Discussion over whether the Masterplan document being produced 
is a framework or will it be adopted as a planning document – such 
as a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD). Derek McKenzie 
(DM) confirmed that this discussion is ongoing, but clear that any 
process of making elements of the document statuary would be 
separate to the investment bid. 

 Question raised on how to make the exhibition available to those 
who cannot view it digitally. RL advised that a mass mail out has 
not currently  been accounted for, bit details could be posted out to 
those who request it. In addition, connections with the voluntary 
sector will also facilitate access to the information to those who 
cannot access it digitally. 

 Key point is to ensure the masterplan has flexibility built in, in order 
to respond to the market and make reference to specific sectors it 
will support 

 RL anticipates that through various conversations with stakeholders 
over 50 people/companies will be engaged with on a one to one 
basis

 The consultation will need to demonstrate that we have taken every 
opportunity to give people their say, through quality engagement. 

 Discussion around whether Covid-19 will affect the long-term 
aspirations of the plans as some sectors have been significantly 
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affected. It was considered that if there is a tactical advantage in 
including the effect of Covid-19 to strengthen the Investment Plan 
then this should be exploited.

 Question over whether there was a time limit to spending the 
money allocated. RL explained his experience from the Future High 
Street Fund is that he expects a 2-stage process in which projects 
are accepted and then the business case is developed on specific 
projects for delivery in 2024. MA confirmed that once plans have 
been submitted, they will be assessed by government and those 
that they agree to fund would be given Heads of Terms in order to 
develop a business case over a 12 month period.  

 Discussion over whether existing documents such as the Southport 
Development Framework could be issued now as part of starting 
consultation with existing interested networks. RL agreed that 
looking at some form of guided consultation would be a good idea 
to explore issues and opportunities rather than sharing proposals. 
This idea will be followed up with DM. 

 Point raised that masterplans are very different to vision 
documents. The masterplan informs the vision and the vision 
becomes the ‘sales document’. 

 Point raised in support of consultation on the vision before 
proceeding to the project orientated consultation.  

 SW confirmed that as part of the deliverables for the next board 
meeting is an item on bid strategy and narrative which is intended 
to include Vision work This should capture the stakeholder 
engagement input to that point as well, but we'd propose it as an 
agenda item for the next meeting to review further

Transport Connectivity 
Stephen Birch (SBirch) presented the Transport Connectivity update.
No further comments or questions were raised.  

Stakeholder Engagement 
Mark Catherall (MC) presented the Stakeholder Engagement update.

Comments and questions raised:
 Sefton advocacy is now commencing its engagement work 

targeting people in socially isolated groups. 
 The Bid and Marketing Southport have identified 12/15 business 

from different sectors for 1to1s with DS Emotion 
 Question raised as to whether this work is joined up with the 

engagement work of Turley. MC advised that the Statement of 
Community Involvement will ensure this and to date communication 
is working well between the council and the consultants. 

Digital Connectivity 
James Brayshaw (JB) presented the Digital Connectivity update.

Comments and questions raised:
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 Thoughts are changing and developing on how businesses will 
work post Covid-19, which plays into a future proofed digital vision 
& creating a new digital sector & business incubation environment

 Strong digital platform will help to prevent youth flight and attract 
people to live and work here in different sectors 

 Comment that 60% of Baltic Creatives Creative & Digital 
Businesses are responding to the crisis by changing and innovating 
– demonstrating resilience. In additional 12% of tenants say they 
will work more from home at the end of the crisis, 30% say it's too 
early to say. 60% say they want to get back to the office

 Agree that there is an opportunity for people to work from 
hubs/flexible workspace rather than from home or city offices and 
this could benefit Southport with its quality environment

 It’s important that 'new' businesses are attracted to Southport.  It 
cannot just be about hospitality and tourism. Although the ambition 
is that as a result of 'new' businesses coming, is the overall 
standard of our hospitality offering will improve – as part of this a 
high-quality digital environment is vital.

 Discussion around developing and exploiting the 
tangible/economic/local & regional benefits for business in relation 
to the transatlantic landing cable being based in Southport. It needs 
to be made clear what the investable proposition is.

 Businesses and visitors can benefit from the infrastructure of WiFi. 
This also includes technology used as part of Smart Cities (with the 
example of Bristol https://www.connectingbristol.org/strategy/) and 
harnessing ‘big data’  for a variety of purposes.  

 Southport has the potential to compete based on its digital 
connectivity

 Discussion around attracting larger conferences to Southport, 
competing with Liverpool or other local conference centres in the 
north and the need for quality hotel stock also to be addressed if 
this is to happen. 

 Question raised whether there is there data on the number of 
Southport residents who work outside the town and the reverse? 
SW advised that we hold some of that data and will follow that up 
as an action. 

 Question raised on whether we hold data on businesses working 
from home pre Covid-19. 

Action: Digital meeting to take place to discuss aspects surrounding 
tangible benefits of the landing cable and using big data/Smart cities. 

Action: Data collation to be carried out on Southport residents who 
commute for work and vice versa, and number of businesses who work 
from home. 

Skills & Enterprise

https://www.connectingbristol.org/strategy/
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SW presented the Skills & Enterprise update, advising that there will be 
more to update at the next Board meeting, which will show more details on 
the impact of Covid-19. 

No further comments or questions were raised. 

25. STRATEGY AND NEXT STEPS 

SW presented summarised the actions for all the workstreams, with a 
commitment to present these back the Board at the next meeting. 

 Bid Development - First draft of outline bid strategy and narrative
 Masterplanning - Statement of Community Involvement, Evidence 

base report (Issues and Opportunities), Draft Vision and indicative 
masterplan, Planned approach to wider community consultation

 Stakeholder Engagement - Feedback from initial stakeholder 
engagement, Statement of Community Involvement

 Transport - Highway infrastructure condition survey, Draft parking 
strategy proposals, Stakeholder list and review with Consultation 
and Engagement group, Transport issues paper, to feed into 
broader issues paper for Masterplanning process

 Digital - Future proofing plan and proposed next steps, Establish 
Digital forum and share initial local feedback

 Other - Proposed procurement process for future commissions, for 
board review, Presentation of wider regional and local recovery 
planning work (as relevant)

Members of the Board welcomed clarifying the process for future 
procurement to ensure oversight and governance.

It was raised whether any additional commissioning of data sets was 
needed for any of the workstreams. SW advised that officer workstream 
leads have a weekly meeting so if anything critical has been missed in 
terms of commissioning, then it should be picked up there.

Action: Actions noted above to be completed for presentation at the next 
Board meeting.

26. MEETING DATES FOR REMAINING CALENDAR YEAR 

It was proposed that following the next meeting on 5th June that the next 
meetings will be:
3rd July
7th August 

NB: Since the meeting these dates have been changed and new dates 
have been circulated to the Board. 

SW thanked the Board for their continued support in the process and AB 
for taking the role of vice chair and chairing the meeting.
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27. AOB 

None raised. 

28. DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

Friday 5th June 08:30am, Birkdale Room, Southport Town Hall (location or 
online platform to be re-confirmed nearer the time).


